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This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We’ve 

briefed them and outlined the most important changes from each new regulation. They 

cover topics ranging from the treatment of domestic servants to e-commerce to 

bankruptcy.  

 

We also discuss the importance of geography in understanding and investing in Vietnam. 

 

As always we hope you find this month’s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in 

the coming month. We look forward to working with you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Dang The Duc  

Managing Partner 
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The Government has issued a new decree outlining the relationships between employers and 

domestic servants. The decree touches on employment and termination rules as well as 

minimum wages and treatment of domestic servants by employers. See RULES FOR 

DOMESTIC SERVANTS. 

 

The Ministry of Industry and Trade is pushing more rules for electronic commerce. A new circular 

points up the types of websites that are defined as e-commerce sites, outlines the procedures 

and processes for registration and the methods for sale of such sites. See NEW GUIDANCE 

FOR E-COMMERCE. 

 

Busy this season with lots of new laws and decrees, the National Assembly has promulgated a 

new law on bankruptcy. The new law clarifies the definition of bankruptcy, though this is good 

news, it is not without its problems. It also outlines procedures for declaring insolvency and going 

through the bankruptcy process. See THE NEW LAW OF BANKRUPTCY. 

 

And finally, we look at the issue of geography. Vietnam has a diverse and changeable landscape 

and tongue and with these issues come differences in the interpretation and enforcement of laws. 

All of this is important to understand for investors as they prepare to embark on a country wide 

investment. See THE GEOGRAPHY OF VIETNAM.│ 

 
 
 

 

 

On 7 April 2014 the Government issued Decree No. 27/2014/ND-CP on guidelines for regulations 

of the Labor Code on domestic servants (“Decree 27”). Decree 27 took effect on 25 May 2014. 

The main objective of Decree 27 is to clarify the obligations and the rights between domestic 

servants and their employers. There are several crucial points to note in Decree 27.  

 

 Domestic servants are required to give a prior notice of 15 days before unilaterally 

terminating their labor contract. However, they are allowed to terminate their labor 

contract unilaterally with a prior notice of three days in the following cases: the assigned 

works and working locations are not in compliance with the labor contract; wages are not 

paid in full or not paid on schedule; unacceptable living conditions; or they are unable to 

work as a result of disease or accident; 

 

 Domestic servants are also allowed to unilaterally terminate their labor contract without 

prior notice in cases of being abused, insulted, sexually harassed, attacked, or forced to 

work by the employer or a family member, etc.; 

 

 Decree 27 also stipulates that the level of wage agreed shall not fall below the minimum 

wages imposed by the government which are currently at the rates of 

VND3.100.000/month, VND2.750.000/month, VND2.400.000/month, 

VND2.150.000/month for region I, region II, region III, region IV respectively; 

 

 Employers are entitled to deduct wages in several circumstances but the deduction rates 

must not exceed 30% of the monthly wage if the servants do not live with the family or not 

exceed 60% of the remaining wage after deducting the living cost if the servant lives with 

the family; 

 

 Decree 27 also stipulates that the servants are entitled to 8 hours of rest, including 6 

consecutive hours of rest in a 24-hour period; 12 day's leave annually upon completing 
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12 months of work. 

 

Subsequently, on 15 August 2014 the Ministry of Labor-Invalids and Social Affairs enacted 

Circular No. 19/2014/TT-BLDTBXH providing guidance on implementation of certain articles of 

Decree 27 (“Circular 19”). According to Circular 19, domestic servants are entitled to have a 

number of rights similar to other employees such as wages for overtime work and night work; 

severance allowance; regular health checks-up once per year; etc.│ 

 
 
 

 

 

 

There has been a rapid development of e-commerce in recent years in Vietnam, and according 

to a forecast by the Vietnam E-commerce and Information Technology Agency (“VECITA”), 

revenue from the e-commerce industry in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City will reach approximately 

US$4 billion in 2015. With such rapid growth, Circular No. 12/2013/TT-BCT guiding procedures 

of notification, registration and information publication in respect of e-commerce websites 

(“Circular 12”), dated 20 June 2013, is no longer sufficient for handling e-commerce situations. 

Therefore, the Ministry of Industry and Trade (“MOIT”) has just promulgated Circular No. 

47/2014/TT-BCT on the management of e-commerce websites (“Circular 47”), dated 5 

December 2014, which supersedes Circular 12 from its effective date of 20 January 2015. 

 

Circular 47 eliminates from its scope of application websites operated in the fields of finance, 

banking, credit and insurance; websites which do business or trade in cash, gold, foreign 

exchange and other payment facilities; and websites providing services of online games, betting 

or games with prizes. It clarifies that business entities are strictly prohibited from using e-

commerce websites for trading certain goods, including shotguns and shotgun shells, sporting 

weapons, supporting tools, rare wild plants and animals, including living creatures and parts 

which were processed, cigarettes, cigars and other finished tobacco products.  

 

As specified in Circular 47, business entities establishing websites for selling goods or services in 

which the business is subject to conditions must publish the particulars of the certificates of 

conformity with the business conditions for such goods or services on their website. In addition, 

owners of e-commerce trading floors must prevent and remove from their websites information 

on business of goods and services in which the business is restricted or prohibited, as well as 

information on business of fake goods, counterfeit goods and goods infringing intellectual 

property rights upon detection.  

 

Regarding social network websites, Circular 47 provides that a social network website will be 

deemed as an e-commerce trading floor, and accordingly require registration with the MOIT if it 

allows attendees to open stalls therein to show, introduce goods or services; allow attendees to 

create sub-sites to show, introduce goods or services; or has a purchase-sale micro-site which 

allows attendees to post information about the purchase or sale of goods or services. Failing to 

register such social network websites by the website owner will subject the owner to 

administrative sanctions of from VND40 million to VND60 million in accordance with Decree No. 

185/2013/ND-CP, dated 15 November 2013.  

 

The registration of e-commerce service websites as well as the notification of sale of e-

commerce websites can be conducted online at the portal www.online.gov.vn. The owners of 

registered e-commerce service websites are responsible to submit annual reports on the 

operation of the websites before or by 15 January of every year of operation of their website. The 

owners of notified sale e-commerce websites must update notification information at least once 

per year. In addition, re-registration will be required for an e-commerce service website if  it is 

transferred to another owner.│ 
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On 19 June 2014 the National Assembly of Vietnam enacted the new Law on Bankruptcy, No. 

51/2014/QH13 (“Bankruptcy Law”), which stipulates the order of and procedure for issues in 

relation to the bankruptcy of enterprises established in the territory of the Socialist Republic of 

Vietnam. 

 

Compared to the Law on Bankruptcy No. 21/2004/QH11, dated 15 June 2004 (“Law 2004”), the 

Bankruptcy Law takes a big step in attempting to define the meaning of “Bankruptcy”. It defines 

bankruptcy as a status where an enterprise becomes insolvent and is subject to a people’s court 

decision declaring bankruptcy.  

 

Also according to the Bankruptcy Law, an enterprise is deemed insolvent if it fails to perform its 

obligation to repay a debt within three (3) months from the maturity date. Whereas, the Law 

2004 has only provided a general and ambiguous provision that “Any enterprise which is unable 

to pay its due debts on demand by a creditor shall be deemed to have become insolvent” 

without any clarification on the number of debts required as well as the interpretation of “unable 

to pay”.  

 

Hence, pursuant to the Bankruptcy Law, regardless of whether or not an enterprise has the ability 

to repay its debts or not, a failure to repay a due debt may be at risk of being petitioned for 

commencement of bankruptcy procedures. 

 

Where a petition for commencement of bankruptcy procedures for an insolvent enterprise is filed 

but the insolvent enterprise has no assets to pay the bankruptcy fees or to make payment of 

bankruptcy expenses, the people’s court may resolve the bankruptcy in accordance with 

summary procedures. Such summary procedures have a time-limit of 30 days from the date on 

which the people’s court serves a notice on the application of summary procedures to the 

participants in a bankruptcy procedure.  

 

Another new point of the Bankruptcy Law is that, within 3 working days from the date of receiving 

a valid petition for commencement of bankruptcy procedure by the people’s court, the insolvent 

enterprise and its creditor filing such petition has the right to have a written request sent to the 

people’s court in order for the parties to negotiate for withdrawal of the petition. Such negotiation 

must take no more than 20 days from the date of receiving a valid petition for commencement of 

bankruptcy procedure and must not be in contravention of the Bankruptcy Law. 

 

The Bankruptcy Law also determines the interest on debts of the insolvent enterprise during the 

bankruptcy procedure. From the date of issuance of the decision to commence bankruptcy 

procedures, the payment of the interest on any debts shall be temporarily suspended, but the 

calculation thereof shall still continue in accordance with agreements until the date of the 

decision declaring an enterprise bankrupt. 

 

The Bankruptcy Law took effect on 1 January 2015 and replaces the Law 2004.│ 

 

  

 

Geography.  

 

Vietnam has a unique geography that forms and shapes its history, its culture and its politics. Not 

only that, but Vietnam's geography affects its legal system as well.  

 

When I was in college and law school came to Vietnam multiple times. I traveled from Ho Chi 
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Minh City to Hue, passing through Mui Ne and Nha Trang, taking the train all the way to the 

middle of the country. I traveled from Hanoi to Hai Phong. At one point I took the train to Bus to 

Nha Trang and then the train from there to Hanoi, riding in a chair to small for my oversized body. 

In the night I snuck back to the empty hard bench section and lay out on the floor to sleep on 

hard metal. The trip took nearly three days of winding through mountains and over rivers and 

around bays. It was scenic and exciting, but exhausting too. 

 

Later I traveled to the Mekong Delta and walked my way through most of Ho Chi Minh City. I 

remember on Saturday's I would wander the streets searching for bookstores and trying to collect 

the historical documents from the Le Dynasty. I would walk for kilometers and kilometers, edging 

my way along the side of the motorcycle crowded streets.  

 

Then I moved to Cambodia and lived at the side of the Mekong River. The same in Laos. The 

river became a major part of my life, dictating the cycles and seasons that passed through the 

years. I walked along the promenade in both countries, sat in rooftop bars to watch the majestic 

waters flow past. It was amazing that nature could create such a mighty power in a place so 

beautiful. I came from the intermountain west in the Unites States, it's where I grew up, and the 

rivers there couldn't be more than a few meters wide. Little things with whitewater and narrow 

banks they flowed swiftly but shallowly, not the kind of thing that inspires awe. Not like the 

Mekong, or the Red River. 

 

That's the thing, Vietnam is a riparian nation. It is filled with rivers that flow from the Annamite 

cordillera to the East Sea. It is separated by mountains and highlands, forests and jungle. The 

Chinese, the French, and the Americans all learned this to their dismay. Vietnam is not a desert, 

it is not a flat meadow easily traversed by car or train or truck, it is a knotty and gnarled place that 

stretches for over sixteen hundred kilometers from Phu Quoc to the Chinese border. It is narrow 

and long and chopped into pieces.  

 

Vietnam is not homogeneous.  

 

An example comes best from the language. In the north they speak with harsh sounds, their 

pronunciation filled with Zs and Ts. It is the center of the old Dai Vietnam civilization that 

Alexander de Rhodes discovered and Romanized. The written language of Vietnam comes from 

the north, but this attempt at standardization by no means standardizes the language. In the 

center, Hue and Da Nang and the like, they speak with an accent all their own. The tones that 

define words and meanings are distorted, even bastardized by the people of central Vietnam. No 

one else can understand them, and they don't care. In the south the language is softer, the two of 

the tones tend to meld together, and there are fewer consonants. In the Mekong Delta the 

language goes even further. There are hardly any consonants. I speak a modified southern 

dialect taught to me by missionaries in California and I can barely understand those from the 

Delta. It is a sample only, the language, of the heterogeneous nature of Vietnam. 

 

And what does this mean, this diversity of geography, of language, of culture and thought? It 

means that things go differently depending on where you are. Geography determines action. 

 

Because Vietnam is a Civil Law system, there is no court made rules... no precedent from a 

judiciary trained to interpret the laws. That means that each judge, each administrator, each 

apparatchik of the Party in power can put his own meaning on the law and there is nothing that 

can be done once he does. In Ho Chi Minh City, the politicians and administrators of the law are 

more libel, they have more exposure to business and foreign investment, they interpret the rules 

more openly and understand the needs of investors more thoroughly. In the north they are more 

conservative, more focused on political advancement and Party philosophy. This leads to a 

tighter interpretation, a less friendly approach to foreigners, and a stricter construction of 
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legislation.  

 

You see, Vietnam is a country of pieces, a bit here and a bit there. Legal usage differs from place 

to place and it is important to understand this. When a foreign investor comes into the country, 

they often come from a place where laws are enforced consistently across the geographical 

frontier, but this is not the case in Vietnam. This is not the case. 

 

Remember, then, to beware. Don't build a factory in the south and expect the same treatment in 

the north. Don't open an office in Hanoi and expect things to go the same in Da Nang. Use your 

advisors, your lawyers and accountants and business consultants. Use them because they can 

help navigate this land of contradictions. Make sure you understand not just the laws of the 

country, but the interpretations of the locality. Be wary and cautious. Be aware. That is what it 

takes to survive and thrive in Vietnam, a sense of your surroundings and an understanding that 

things can change by the kilometer. │ 
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Editor: 

 

Steven Jacob | Editor  

 

Contributors in this month’s issue:  

 

“Rules for Domestic Servants” 

By Le Thi Hai Duong, Legal Assistant 

 

“New Guidance for E-commerce” 

By Nguyen Thi Hong Anh, Partner 

 

“The New Law on Bankruptcy” 

By Nguyen Kim Trang, Legal Assistant 

 

“The Geography of Vietnam”   

By Steven Jacob, Editor 

 

  
 

Established in October 2006, Indochine Counsel is one of the leading commercial law 

firms in Vietnam. The firm provides professional legal services for corporate clients 

making investments and doing business in Vietnam. The legal practitioners at 

Indochine Counsel are well qualified and possess substantial experience from both 

international law firms and domestic law firms. The firm boasts more than 35 legal 

professionals working at the main office in Ho Chi Minh City and a branch office in Hanoi. 

 

Indochine Counsel’s objective is to provide quality legal services and add value to clients 

through effective customized legal solutions that work specifically for the client. The firm 

represents local, regional and international clients in a broad range of matters including 

transactional work and cross-border transactions. The firm’s clients are diverse, ranging 

from multinational corporations, foreign investors, banks and financial institutions, 

securities firms, funds and asset management companies, international organizations, law 

firms to private companies, SMEs and start-up firms in Vietnam. 

 

Indochine Counsel advises clients in the following areas: 

 

 Inward Investment  

 Corporate & Commercial  

 Intellectual Property  

 Technology & Media  

 International Trade  

 Banking & Finance 

 Taxation  

 Intellectual Property  

 Technology & Media 

 International Trade 

 Mining & Energy 

 Property & Construction  
 

A full list of partners, associates and other professionals is available on our website. | 
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For further information or assistance, please contact us: 
 
Ho Chi Minh City Office  
Unit 4A2, 4th Floor, Han Nam Office Bldg. 
65 Nguyen Du, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam 
T +848 3823 9640 | F +848 3823 9641 | info@indochinecounsel.com 
 
Hanoi Office  
Unit 705, 7th Floor, CMC Tower 
Duy Tan Street, Cau Giay District, Hanoi, Vietnam 
T +844 3795 5261 | F +844 3795 5262 | hanoi@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Contacts  
 
Dang The Duc | Managing Partner | duc.dang@indochinecounsel.com   
 
Le Nguyen Huy Thuy | Partner | thuy.le@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Phan Anh Vu | Partner | vu.phan@indochinecounsel.com  
 
Nguyen Thi Hong Anh | Partner | anh.nguyen@indochinecounsel.com  
s 
Indochine-Apex Korean Desk 
APEX LLC. Vietnam Office (Ho Chi Minh City) 
K. C. Lee | Business Lawyer | kclee@indochinecounsel.com & 
kclee@apexlaw.co.kr     
 
www.indochinecounsel.com  
 

Indochine Counsel Client Alert provides a general overview of the latest developments in Vietnam’s regulatory framework, without the 

assumption of a duty of care by Indochine Counsel. The information provided is not intended to be nor should it be relied upon as a 

substitute for legal or other professional advice. Professional advice should be sought for any specific case or matter.  

© 2014 Indochine Counsel. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


